Measuring or calculating structural intensity affords us to understand the propagation paths of vibration and the amount of the transmitted power. In this paper, a new structural intensity measurement method is proposed, in which an angular rate sensor and an accelerometer are used. The results measured by the new method are compared numerically and experimentally with those by the 2-point method with two accelerometers. The 2-point method has the error due to the finite difference to calculate angular displacement from displacements at two points. On the other hand, the new method using the angular rate sensor does not have such error. It is demonstrated that the new method can measure the structural intensity in a beam structure as same as the 2-point method equivalently and more accurately through numerical simulation. Robustness against sensor noise / error is examined; the simulation result has shown that proposed method and 2-point method are both robust enough against regular sensor noise. Further, structural intensity measurement experiments of a simple supported acrylic beam are performed, and the results show that both method could measure structural intensity with similar accuracy.
Re Re 2  3  2  3  2  3  1  2  3  4  1  2  3  4  2  2  3  3   3  3  ,  ,  ,  2 2 In all field without any assumptions three angular rate sensors and a translation sensor are required. Under far field assumption an angular rate and a translation sensors are enough to measure structural intensity. This paper focuses on the far field measurement using one angular rate sensor and one translation sensor. Fig.3 A simply supported steel beam is used for numerical simulation to compare the structural intensity calculated by the exact solution, the angular rate method using one angular rate and one translation sensors, and the 2 points method using two translation sensors. The length, width and thickness of the beam are 1m, 15mm and 15mm. Sinusoidal excitation force is applied at x=0.4m. Fig.9 Comparison of the normalized angular displacement; measured by angular rate sensor(red) and 2 accelerometers(black). The real and imaginary parts of angular displacement frequency response function are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. In low frequency range both angular displacements have noise and the responses by the angular rate sensor have noise. However, these responses are nearly same above 50Hz. 
